Teach-In Starts
Background to oar, in in-depth analysis of the American crisis, starts
today nub Peter King speaking at
In n.m. In the Cr. I minium Room
on "A liktory of the Basic Issues."
He will be followed by Deorge Moore
at 2 p.m. on "The Military In American Socii-tv and Its Role in Foreign
Polley;" and Miguel Mendez at 3
p.m. on "Vietnam, The Third World,
and the United States."
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Spaghetti Dinner
a lt,.e draft resistance
uakei, will lioneor a spaghetti dinner tomorrow at 41 p.nu. in the College Union pit. Donation is Su cents.
The organization is also accepting
food donations in the College Union
aceording to Renee Klein, spokesman
fur the group.
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Rally Explodes Into Violence;
Crowd Attacks Three Students

D30,

ONE OF MANY: Classes which have re -directed
activities towards the war in Southeast Asia. The stu-
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dent is Dennis Corradi, who is pictured in Prof. Dave
Asquith’s Urban Soc. 133 class.

By ROBERT CAREDlo
and TERRANCE FARRELL
Daily Staff Writers
A crowd of students attending a
Seventh Street rally F’riday, attacked
three people who they believed to be
plainclothes San Jose policemen.
The supposed policemen and their
cameras were the targets of the angry
students. Numerous students began
moving in on the men, and the confrontation exploded into fist fights.
Three students were injured as the
peaceful crowd turned into an angry
mob. The injured people were students,
two administration of justice majors
and the other an ROTC major, and none
of them were policemen.
According to Tom Gray, senior administration of justice major and a
Sergeant with the Palo Alto police department, the violence began when the
crowd started to move toward Jeff
Polmanteer a senior administration of
justice student. Polmanteer was pointed out by an unidentified speaker and
accused of being a cop. The crowd

swarmed around Polmanteer and the
melee started.
Polmanteer reportedly stood his
ground and traded punches with a
number of the demonstrators. Gary
Hippie, 19, freshman administration of
justice major, went to the aid of Polmanteer. Hippie was attacked by fifteen to twenty of the demonstrators
and was kicked to the ground and beaten even after retreating across San
Carlos St. He received a black eye, cut
lip and multiple bruises on his right
arm and cheek.
Stan S. Ramirez, 18, a freshman
Army ROTC major also went to the
aid of Polmanteer and Hippie and was
hit from behind with a chain. Ramirez,
was admitted to the SJS Student
Health Center as a result of the afternoon rally confrontation. According to
Dr. Paul Dumont, attending physician.
Ramirez received minor contusions on
his chest and scapula.
Dr. Dumont said the patient had no
broken bones and required no x-rays.
Reliable sources said at least one more

Edwards: ’Whites Only Care About Own Problems’
Inv GAIII PIERCE
Daily Political Writer
A.S. President James Edwards said
in a Friday interview that White society
must begin to deal with "the problem of
racism at home" as well as with external
problems.
"White society must become as concerned about the problems of Black
people as they are about their own problems," he said.
"Specifically I’m speaking about the
situation in Southeast Asia as opposed
to the Black students who have been

shot in the South in the past few days,"
he explained.
Edwards said he saw a basic contradiction in the reactions of Whites to the
killings of four White Kent State students, and their reaction to the killings
of two Black students at Jackson State
College in Mississippi Thursday night.
"No response comes from the fact that
the Black students were killed.
"This society has not become outraged
over the fact that the Black students
were killed, but the entire country and
even Congress is angry that the White

students were shot," Edwards said.
"I personally see this as a direct contradiction.
"Furthermore, it is an insult to myself
and other Black students to fight
against what is destroying the country
from without, and sit back and watch
middle class White America do nothing
about the institutionalized racism which
is destroying the country from within,"
Edwards said.
"Black students at SJS are highly upset over the fact that the same middle
class White students who protest

’Work Stoppage’ Dropped

Student Labor Relationships Formed
By STAN SCOVELL
Daily Staff Writer
The Work Stoppage Committee convened Thursday night with labor leaders in A.S. council chambers to discuss more effective means of mobilizing organized labor against the war in
Southeast Asia,
Several hours later the group emerged with a new title, the Student
Labor Relations Committee, and a subtle and more "realistic" appeal to labor.
According to Jerry Talburt, steering
committee member, the group felt the
title "Work Stoppage" conveyed a bad
connotation to workers.
"Work Stoppage seemed to turn
them off . . . alienate them from stu. they felt as if they were
dents .
being told what to do," Talburt de-

dared. "We don’t want to turn people
off at the start. We just want to plant
the idea of work stoppage."
Talburt emphasized that students are
only helping to organize, not direct the
movement. "The direction toward a
work stoppage must come from within
organized labor. It must be inner directed.
"It is the committee’s intention,"
said Talburt, "to break down the facade between workers and students.
"Basically, workers respect education. They can’t understand why students want to shut down the schools
and curtail their education.
"Workers are the source of power in
this nation and students have a great
potential for creativity," stated Talburt. "We want to direct the creative

Informational Teach-Ins
For Community Work
A series of "Teach-Ins for Teach Outs" is sehrduled today through
Thin-sday. The informal talks by "experts" in their respective fields will be
at 10 a.m., noon, and 2 p.m. in the
Umunhum Room of the College Union.
"A History of the Basic Issues," by
Dr. Peter King of the Humanities Department, will lead off the series today at 10 am,
Also slated for today are "The Military in American Society and Its Role
in Foreign Policy," by Dr. George
Moore of the History Department, at
noon, and "Vietnam, The Third World,
and the United States," by Miguel
Mendez, at 2 p.m.
Set tomorrow are "Psychological Analysis of Die Power Elite and the Public," by Dr. Thomas Tutko of the Psychology Department, "Political and So-

cial Priorities -- Death over Life," by
Dr. Michael C. Otten of the Sociology
Department, and "The Moral Issues
and Personal Commitment," by Father
Largente, Newman Center.
On Wednesday, "Communication
with Middle America." by Dr. Jack
Kurzweil of electrical engineering,
"Fascism at Home and Abroad," by
Professor Gene Bernardini, and "Communism and Revolution," by Dr. Snell
Putney of the Sociology Department,
are scheduled.
Modern Style," by
"Imperialism
Dr. James O’connor of the Economies
Department; "I’ve Been There," by
Mrs. Pat Martin and Jim Lashley; and
"What Has Happened to America?"
by Dr. Robert McNair of the Sociology
Department, will conclude the series on
Thursday,

energy of students to inform workers
on things they should know about.
Things that relate to the war in Southeast Asia."
Talburt cited pending anti -strike legislation in Congress, stating "the escalation of the war in Cambodia is what
is causing the pressure on workers.
"Labor unions were originally set up
to effect immediate political change
against any government policy which
workers felt were detrimental to them.
. . , policies they felt didn’t work for
their betterment. This change often resulted in a complete shutdown until
change was brought about," related
Talburt.
"What we want to do now," continued Talburt, "is to reacquaint workers with this power, this capability to
affect immediate change. We want to
inform them of their ability to bring
everything to an abrupt halt if that is
what is necessary to bring the war in
Southeast Asia to an end."
Talburt stated that the students
labor relations committee has already
received the endorsement and cooperation of labor leaders in coordinating a
national rally on May 30.
According to Talburt his group is
working with the National Pause for
Peace Committee -- previously known
as the National Work Stoppage Committee - through the west roast headquarters at Stanford on the May 30
rally.
"It is a rally where students and
laborers can exchange ideas and views.
They will have a chance to get to know
one another . . . to sit and rap about
the war," Talburt stated.
"Anything done must be done on the
workers own initiative," he emphasized.
"We hope this rally gets across the
idea that they have to organize. It
will then be up to them whether they
wildcat and cause a complete shutdown."
The group has already bean indorsed
by the Teamsters, the Central Labor
Council of Santa Clara and the Labor
Assembly for Peace.

against Southeast Asia see no relevance
in the fact that genocide is being perpetrated against Blacks and other Third
World people in this country.
"Contrary to popular opinion, the
most immediate problems are not air
and water pollution, but pollution of the
minds with racism reinforced by the
educational institutions."
Edwards drew specific attention to
the History Department. "This state
makes it a law that one has to take
U.S. history. U.S. history in its present form is a lie. It’s the history of
White America.
"Ethnic studies has to be made mandatory to young Whites so they can see
the role that minorities have played in
this society."
Edwards said he wants to see the
same students who have mobilized
against the war mobilize against racism. "Just as the nation is mobilizing
to head off tragedy in Southeast Asia,
they should mobilize to the situation at
hand which is racism, overt and covert.
"Racism in this country is as potentially volatile as the problem in Southeast Asia.
"As a Black student on this campus,

I can personally say that SJS, being a
product of its history as are all other
universities, is infected with this same
problem of racism.
"Unless the campus can be mobilized
to deal with this issue, then I will do
all I can to mobilize with this issue as
we have with the issue of Southeast
Asia."
Edwards said if he couldn’t effectively initiate progress as A.S. president
then, "I have no other recourse than to
quit my present position and to work
with Black, Third World, and progressive White students to eliminate the
problems of racism, overt and covert,
by any means necessary."
Edwards explained that he wants the
people who are working actively against
the war in the College Union to begin
working just as hard against racism.
"You don’t have to shut the school down
to deal with it. All you have to do is
admit that it is there and begin to deal
with it."
Although the A.S. runoff election is
currently scheduled to go on as planned
Wednesday and Thursday. Edwards
said he thinks it might be better to
have the election next fait
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Nina Mayhew works on inventory for the Medical Resiatance, a
MEDIC!
non-profit organization designed for first aid on the college campus.

student, other than the three mentioned received minor wounds from the
incident.
The rally during which the violence
happened, began on Seventh Street
shortly after noon. Students in the
crowd of about 200 heard speakers
talk about recent police and Black violence in the South.
Mike Torrence, SJS Black Students
Union minister of defense, told students
prior to the violence, that police shooting of Blacks in the South "is murder,
an act of war." The time far marching, the time for rhetoric is long gone,"
he said.
The BSU official asked. "When we
(Blacks) die what is the right way
to deal with a man who is going
to kill you?" "The pigs are the criminals," he added.
An unidentified female Black student
made two appearances on the speakers
platform. She told the audience "I’m
scared," referring to racial violence in
the South.
According to the student, 430 Blacks
were confined in Southern concentration camps devised in World War II
to house Japanese people.
SINGLED OUT
In more than one instance speakers
at the rally singled out a person in
the crowd who they called a plainclothes policeman. Polmanteer was later identified as the supposed plainclothesman.
James Edwards’, AS. president.
speech featured the campus rally. "The
fight in Southeast Asia is essentially
the same fight that is going on here,"
stated Edwards.
The U.S. "refused to admit that the
Black people are suffering," Edwards
stated. Four Whites were killed in
Kent and Blacks are being killed in the
South, the A.S. president said, He
asked, "How can the country be outraged at the White (killings) and not
the Black (killings)?"
"To hell with the war" in Southeast
Asia "if I have to fight at home."
Edwards said vehemently. "You are
either for racism or against it," he
added.
The AS president told the crowd of
a resolution now before the Academic
Council requiring a six unit course in
minority studies. If the resolution is
voted down, Edwards said. "myself and
Black students will see that the history
department is shut down."
Edwards said referring to History
17A and B, "You don’t know Black
people were here before 1869." "Black
people were here before 1619," he
added.
"Things are bad in Southeast Asia
for the average White male student,"
accused Edwards. For this reason, it is
"politically expedient for him to protest the war," he argued.
NOT POLICE
George Cannel], assistant SJPD chief
of police, stated in an interview Friday
that, "The people injured are not police
officers but we do have policemen investigating the case." Carmen stressed
that people with information should
come forward.
He stated, "People don’t realize how
hard it is to get information, not only
in this ease but in the one that occurred May 4th (reported police overreaction) and any other crime investigation. People must step forward if
the cases are to be in% estigated properly."
Tom Gray and a female witness
who wishes to remain anonymous
pointed out that the violence was committed by "white liberals" with only one
or two Blaeks involved. Both were concerned that the violence would be
blamed on the Blacks since the rally
was BSU sponsored.
Victim Hippie said. "One thing is
certain, I’m glad the student medical
corps was there. If they hadn’t been
helping I don’t know how had it would
have gotten." He also stated, "It’s really pretty bad around here when you
need chains on the doors in order to
gets free education." He was referring
to the chains used on the fifth floor
of MacQuarrie Hall (a lure administration of justice classes are held
After the Seventh Street rally, 50-75
students marched to occupy the administration building. Instead, the students marched through that building
chanting "On strike, shut it down."
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Editorial

Will Killings Help?
When four students were shot to death on their own ..aniptis at Kent State
University iii I thin. their fellew students amiss the nation rightly raised a tumult
of protest arid anguish.
Now. two ttttt re
a 17 -year-old high school lois, the other a Jackson Stale College student has been LiII.ii it. Jackson. Mi.-. The hue and cry is
not nearly a- loud. and ,11111e suggest it is berause the two newest casualties are
Black.
It is notek%orthy to point out dial the goals of the National Student Congress
and the California Student Offensive included the end of the war in Southeast
Asia. arid the destruction of American prarety and racism.
In the last two and Ione-hall weeks at SJS. students have impressively mobilized
toward the first ;vial. I itit Secliiingly has e fiirgotten the others.
Perhaps the trageily in Jackson may reawaken the cionseiences of White students. Leaders of the antiwar offensive in the College I -1111,11 have already re
spandril and. miller the direetiiin of A. S. President James Edwards, are moving
to include racism among their targets.
Ending rail -ti iiiAmerica. according to die Kerner Commission report. depends
on legislation tli,m till ellange of attitude on the part of White America.
Changing attitudi.s dopi.nds on moral leadership. Tlw students of America 110W
base the chance to prey hie that moral leadership.

"Much of it depends on which side of the bed he gets up on in the morning!"

Thrust and Parry

Cool It; Tax; Moderates
’Why Kill?’

Guest Room

Cambodia Unconstitutional?
By HI. SS SO:1,1\1E11S
A08444
1Xlany people me to.ik;ng Ilie erroneous.
Wiwi tliai
Sioti.:, recent
actions regarding Cambodia are 11111.010
biitUr
al. file truth of the matter is
a

that the Pre-idriii- action-. being entirely
.III
root of the [withil illi
shiclp
lent in a
-ti’s itigis helimes
in lihert look,- II, 1.m. 1’1,1. liberties \Ir.
Nixon ha- takili sIi..s that he is in eontempt of our sirs
Vietnam and I.:1’111,mila are not aherralions in Anteriraii foreign polite!, : !befsi hp,. of prmidential
ore the must Iv
actions. which lia.e 41.-arreol lilaits times.
It is only tom that the public has 1,440111e
aroused enough to loe.ome aware of %s kit
our constitution allots..
United State- troop- ha\5 bei.n used at
least 87 times on fore4m mil without the
consent of Congress
in China. in Japan.
in Smith America. and ill latithooli.i. The
}’resident of iii, I nitell Stales is constitutionally empiMered to at as the 1.11111.
mander-iiichiel si.1inericati armed forces.
Congre-s. sill the other hand. has the de
jury I legal , Constitutional pouer to declare war. But. pre...14km, throughout our
history. base ordered I
troops into other
lands. thereli engaging tlii, nation in de
facto war. X deelarall.iii of NI sr is not
needed, in fact. 1114’111ring war in a Ilier nuclear age is extremely ill-ads ised. Liberal politics predicates the ,i11114. operative
end.

’CHECK AND BALANCE*
How does the "cheek anti balance- system work? We notice that the dot-trine of
Iii. -separation of powers’ prevents one
bramli of government fripm forcing another branch to act or to refrain fr
action.
For instance. should President Nixon declare certain information to be "top scent"
and "national security material.- he could
deny that informalbin to die Congress. that
is, to our repre-entatkes.
Rational deci,,ion making has the prerequisite of prior knowledge. yet. Seeretary ol tate William Iliogerg has indicated that he also ffa. not aware of a hat

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials und Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Ken Costa, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC2013. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

President Nixon hail in mind until after
the fact. t te vfe free people mho nth-

ourselses: (14, tier Senators act for us or
its it lilt

of 0111.

Constituti tttt al

1%orkite2:

man?
divas

ENSON

about
There has been a lot of confu
I e reasons for the split in the Sparlan
Daily staff both within the staffs and in
the general student body.
The first thing that must be understood
is that neither staff is wrong. The two
staffs are hosing their positions on two different principles, and each position is the
logical extension of a particular principle.

are

not

1 he Senate Foreign Reim’

tttttti.

s Constitutionally empowered
and restrain the Presidency,
howef It’. 1$111.111 that committee recently
voted unanimously to notify the President
that Wel one dribble of aid was to reach
Cambodia without prior consent of the
Senate. what happened? The advice of the
p11..111.1.

Committee with Senator Akin. the senior
Republican spokesman. and Senator Fullbright. Chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, were ignored.
’CRYSTAL CLEAR’
Acting unilaterally. the President went
directly agitillSt the Senate. Furthermore,
this Cambodian gover ttttt ent has gone on
record stating that it was not notified of
the imasion either, until after the fact.
A more crystal clear act of tyranny at
home and aggression abroad is now awaiting us if we do nothing to prevent Mr.
Nixon’s war.
Some people think that withholding war
appropriations will check the Presidtnt. It
has never worked, because to be effective,
Congress must cut off all military appropriations. This action would effectively
disarm the nation. s
.thing no Congressman will be a part of.
thi the other hand. the President may
ordti. the troops into dangerous positions,
,ohscipiently, to justify further actions as
uls’ts’--trs to defend American lives.
Nhr. Nixon has appealed directly to the
American People. user the heads of Congress. in the name of "national interest."
just as tyrants always do.
One possible conclusion is this: The
democratic system is not working because
the Government is not only checked, it is
checked out of balance! Therefore, we
have in the office of the United States
Presidency, a Constitutional dictatorship.
’AMENDMENT’
Clearly. a Constitutional amendment is
needed to limit the Chief-Executive’s
power, to limit it and suliject it to legislalive eontrol. According to textbook indoetrinat . that was ihe intent of the founders.
In the meantime. we have other alternatives with which to end this infamous war.
Doing what we can means that which is
both necessary and possible. Since the
President has revolted against the people,
and against the Government. may he receive ihe public de ttttt nstration that his
Constitutional action deserves.

Editor:
I look at what is going on around me and I
can only ask why. Why do things happen the
way they do? Why must people show their
emotions in violence? Why must they attempt
to kill each other? Why? Why? Why?
If only someone had the answer, If only I
knew what to do, what to say? How to find an
answer. I am caught in the middle and I don’t
know which way to turn. If I say one thing
I am a pig. If I say something else I am a
radical. I don’t like what is happening, either
in Vietnam, or at home, on the campuses of
our country. I have been to hell and back. I
do know what it is like to see my friends and
strangers being killed all around me. I know
what it is like to pull the trigger of a rifle and
take the life of another human being in anger
and revenge. I do know what it is like to kill.
But, even more important I know what it is to
survive through it all. To come home and
find peace. To make a life for myself and to
want to live like I never thought I could before. I see all this and I still ask why. I ask
why, and there is no one around to give me an
answer. Why must there be violence on our
campuses? Why must there be violence in the
streets? Why must we have to bust each
other’s heads to find the answer. Violence is
no way to stop violence. I want the Vietnam
War to end as much, if not even more than
others. I can not say what the answer is. I
can not say how to end war overnight. I don’t
know what the answer is. God only knows
what the future of mankind Is.
There is one thing that I am certain of and
that is if we rampage and destroy, if we riot
and get our heads busted, we won’t find the
answer. We definitely won’t find the peace we
are searching for. Maybe I am an idealist. I
really don’t honestly know. I only want to Use.
I want to live like I have never wanted to live
before. I want to go to college. I want to get
the best education I possibly can. I want to
get married, to raise a family, and above all
I want to live my life to its fullest. I not only
want to find peace. I want mankind to find
peace. I want war to end. I guess I want a
lot, I think all of us do. But, if we get killed
before we have a chance to live, it will do
none of us any good. So, I only ask one thing
of my fellow students: Do what you must. Do
what your heart dictates. But remember,
PLAY IT COOL BABY, PLAY IT COOL!
Edwin a. Mullin
A 08005

’Not Representative’
Editor:
I read with dismay the statement (Thurs.,
May 14) that the demands of the National
Student Congress "represents the aspirations
of a general tone in the national student community." It does not represent my views or
the views of most of my friends and acquaintences. I am against the war in Vietnam, and
very much concerned about our action in Cambodia. However, I in no way agree with any
of the three demands of the NSC, or with
their recommended tactics. I feel these are
irresponsible, unreasonable, and absurd. Such
extreme demands can only bring extreme reactionprobably in the opposite direction. If
this had come out of a national meeting of
SDS’rs, I would not have been so shocked.
But, just who are these so-called representatives? Who do they really represent? Certainly not me! No one even bothered to ask
me for my opinion.
As for campus "apathy." are all these students really apathetic? Or are they just afraid
to say what they really think? A moderate on
many college campuses is in a very awkward
position these days: If one does not demonstrate and make loud noises, (and wear a

"peace" symbol) one is considered a "War
Hawks!" The radicals can shout, march, or
burn down buildings, hut until the "moderate"
moves in his own logical, deliberate way, there
will be no change in the social t or political)
order. The Nathan Hales and Thomas Paines
did not make a revolution, they only inspired
it. Without the ordinary people, the farmers
at Lexington and Bunker Hill, we might still
he English!
Like promotes like: Reason encourages reason; irrationality promotes irrationality
sometimes beyond any control. It Is true we
need the radicals to create the spark that
ignites change, but for a fire to burn cleanly,
completely, it must burn slowly. Don’t distain the moderate, or conservative: he is vital.
And don’t presume to speak for him . . . two
or three thousand marchers out of a student
body of over 20,000 is not a majority!
I hope other moderates will speak out: Now
is the time to stand up and be counted . .
next week you might not be given the chance!
Laurene Lange
A 05729

’ON STRIKE’
The principle that the "On Strike" Daily
took is that if Ste are Oft strike, We are
ding all
totally committed and we Jr.’ I
of our energies and resources toward the
movement. This means that all the tnaterial printtd will be directly related to
strike-oriented matters in the hopes of educating the comn ..... ity to the issues of the
Southeast Asia war, racism and poverty.
It is still objective in its news stories and
maintains the standards of a respectable
publication.
The principle that the regular Spartan
Daily is operating on is that we’re a newspaper first with an editorial position supporting the strike. This means that all the
news of campus interest will be printed
with an t.mphasis on strike-related news.
In other words, significant feature, entertainment and sports will also be includ.41
as part of a general newspaper’s responsibility.
NOT AT CLASS
It further means that we are not a class,
and really never were, lint we are a newspaper. The hest way to educate the campus
effectively and the community is to maintain our status as a general newspaper with
everyone’s interests, and not a specific interest newspaper.
The staffs are not at odds with each
other. We respect each other’s principles.
We still smile at each other and help each
other out. We have a vont ..... n aint in our
fight against imperialism, rat-ism and poverty. The only thing v,e don’t have in

corn.

mon is the principles for which we base
our direction.
Since We in journalism are semi-moral
people, there is a moral to be learned from
this split. If you want to fight injustice
peacefully, do your thing on tht- principles
you believe in. But do it.

’New Deduction’
Internal Revenue Service:
My payment to you is $5 less than the calculated balance due. I have taken this action
to protest the use of my tax money to pay
for the war in Southeast Asia.
Albert I. Heekttert

Electrical Engineering Dept.
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Pierce Earl Reason, Sandra Rookaird, Susan &Mold,
Stan Scovell, Marcia Shinault, Lane Wallace, Bill
Wolencraft, Joe Wu, Walt Yost.

Staff Comment

Mightier Than
The Petition
By SANDY ROOK AIRD
I’d like to suggest something that it
seems has been overlooked as a means of
expressing dissatisfaction with current U.S.
government policies the personal letter.
Though mimeographed letters currently
being circulated on campus and in the
community for signatures serve a purpose,
I believe they are less effective than the
personal letter. It is relatively easy to sign
your name to a piece of paper, but it is
something else again to take the time and
effort to formulate individual personal beliefs into coherent, cohesive, written form.
Government officials recognize that distinction.
If every one of the 3,000 people who
marched peacefully down First Street last
week took the time to sit down, examine,
define and express in writing his personal
stand on the issues of the Vietnam war,
racism, poverty, and send these thoughts
to an appropriate government representative, he would be utilizing yet another
channel for the communication of dissent.
I know there are many who feel that
letter writing is ineffectual. I won’t argue
the point hut will only enter the thought
that it does offer another route for protest
and therefore it is worth a try . . . any
rational. noti.violetit method is worth a
try.
The fact that 3,000, hopefully more, students, felt so strongly about the issues that
they were motivated to define their beliefs
and express them in the form of a handwritten or personally typed letter, cannot
help but convey to officials the depth of
the anti-war sentiment and the concern for
the problems of’ racism and poverty plaguing the country.
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:-1-atheast Asia, to he continued
will be held in JC 141 during the
tollewing times:

Doily cko,o by Cher
e Marshall
of Thee." Reagan was at the Hyatt House for
a fund raising dinner for Assemblyman Earle
Crandall (R-San Jose).

’Impressed by Students’

Teamsters Seek Support
srt:vt:
Daily

S111.:NSON
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"We have to put pressure on
the economy." said Russ Sommers, graduate student in political science and a Teamster’s
Union member.

Speaking at a rally Friday on
Seventh Street, Sommers asked
students to join picket lines Saturday through Tuesday at the
San Jose Teamsters Local 287
Iocated at 1452 N. Fourth St.
The purpose is to picket local

Reports of Cancellation
Drops Rally Attendance
Because of reports that last
Thursday’s high school anti -war
rally had been cancelled, some
high school administrators discouraged their students from attending.
Pioneer High Principal Ralph
Sleight said he heard ’through
the grape vine" that San Jose
High had received an official
call from S.1:e Pre,ident’s ( Wive!
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saying that the high school rally
had been cancelled.
Arlington Seymour, Pioneer
High counselor, told the Daily
Friday "every school in the district was under the assumption
that the rally had been cancelled."
Dr. William Dusel, executive
vice president, said Friday that
no "official call" was made to
high schou I
administrators.
"Three high school principals
called this office," Dr. Dusel
said, "and I told them that the
rally was not an official college
program, but an activity of student leaders."
Dr. Dusel added that "the
principals felt it was a disruptive activity. The college cannot authorize a high school activity that conflicts with the
secondary school system."
A Branham High School official said that the Campbell-Union
High School District couldn’t excuse students to attend the rally
because it was not "an authorized educational experience."
Brother Leonard, of Newman
Center, co-ordinator of the rally,
referred to the high school students as "political prisoners" and
"second class citizens."

10% OFF
Parts and Labor
with ASB card
You bring it in and
we’ll fix it
overhaul
lube
brakes
Free Body Estimates
Star Motor
Imports
375 S. Market
286-6500

trucking agencies that are still
carrying freight according to
Sommers. He emphasized, "We
don’t want violence or rocks
thrown through truck windows."
According to Local 287 member, the union members have individually decided to picket out of
sympathy for Los Angeles strikers who had been fired by employers in retaliation for the unauthorized walkout in Southern
California,

Mon., May 18- 8:30-5:30 p.m.
Wed., May 20---230-7 p.m.
Thurs., May 21-2:30-7 p.m.
Fri.. May ’22-2:30-7 p.m.
Sat., May ’23-4-7 p.m.
Sun., May 24- 2:30-7 p.m.
Mon., May 25 2:30-7 p.m.
’rues., May 26-- 2:30-7 p.m.
Wed., May 27- -2:30-7 p.m.
In an effort to five JC141 as
a center tor continuous education on Southeast Asia, it is possible that tetiehers presently
holding classes between 7:30 a.m.
and ’2:30 p.m. will also allow the
use of their class Bine for study
of the issue.
Anyone interested in lecturing
(luring the above times is requested to call Extension 2788 from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., 295-4142 or 7361903 after 5 p.m.

"The Teamsters said Friday,"
Sommers told the Daily, "that
they were quite impressed by the
students’ political activity that is
working in the system." Sommers
added, "Students have wanted to
get involved with labor for quite
awhile and this is an opportunity
for good relations."
One of the effects of the picketing felt by students Is that
their Friday morning San Francisco Chronicle was not delivered.
Teamsters picketing there cut off
circulation, according to press reports.
Among operations reported shut
down were United Parcel Service, California Motor Express,
Delta Lines, Con sol idated
Freightways, Walkup Merchants
Express, Los Angeles-Seattle Motor Express, Pacific Intermountain Express, Wittig Freight Lines
and Pacific Motor Trucking.

Former Student
Pleads Innocent
Former SJS student Nick Hooke pleaded innocent to three misdemeanor charges yesterday during arraignment in Municipal
Court, and will face a jury trial
June 10 at 9 a.m.
Kopke faces charges of petty
theft (stealing state property),
malicious
mischief
(damaging
state property), and arson iburning state property).
All of the offenses are said by
police to have been committed
on the SJS campus. Kopke was
originally arrested and charged
with the crimes May 6.
According to Kopke, he was
originally informed by police that
the arson charge was a felony.
but the action brought against
him yesterday was for misdemeanor arson.

Police fired into a crowd outside a women’s dormitory at predominantly-Black Jackson State
College in Mississippi, early Friday. killing two Black students
and bringing to eight the number
of Blacks who died last week in
the current wave of national unrest.
The dead were identified as
Phillip Gibbs, ’21, a Jackson State
student. and James Green, 17, a
high school senior.
The fatal shootings of the
young men followed a second
night of disturbances at the predominantly Black school in Jackson. Miss. There were conflicting
reports about the cause of the
trouble. Some students have
claimed too many Blacks are
sent to Vietnam Immediately after graduation.
Eleven other persons, all but
two of them students, were
wounded by the fusillade which
followed reports of rock-throwing
at passing motorists. All were
Black except a highway patrol-

Councilman Upset
With Burns’ Actions
By

RAY

the Daily
"I really wish the faculty
would have said something right
at the meeting when Burns quit,"
Norman Mineta, San Jose City
Councilman and vice-mayor said
last week. "I think it was a mistake to wait until the next day
for Academic Council to ask him
to withdraw his resignation."
Mineta, a native San Josean
and a member of the Executive
Committee of San Jose State’s
Committee of 110, the presidential advisory board of community
and business leaders, said he felt
greatly disappointed when Acting
President Hobert Burns decided
to resign.
"I support Bert Burns for the
simple reason that I know and
like what he has done at San
Jose," Mineta remarked.
Mineta is probably the most
SJS-oriented San Jose city official.
Special to

Jack Black, business representative of Local 287, estimated up
to 800 members were off the job,
press reports stated. Black also
indicated food and drug supplies
would not be affected.
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Compiled from Associated Press

until the end of the semester,

SJS MUSIC STUDENTS AGAINST THE WAR:
Greeted the governor Thursday night with banners and selections including "My Country ’Tis

CONFLICT
He has taken time to investigate the police-student confilct
of May 4 near Williams and Fifth
streets where students, faculty,
and at least one policeman has
charged the San Jose Police Department
with
"overreaction"
and police brutality.
"As I understand it so far,
there was not disorder before the
conflict started," Mineta stated.
"I have spoken with officers that
were there that say the conflict
was completely repugnant to
them."
Asked if anyone has yet told
him the students marching were
causing trouble or provoking an
attack by police, Mineta said,
"No."
Mineta was also the first city
officialaside from plainclothesmento visit the College Union
and find out firsthand about the
peace movement activities at SJS,
ANTI -WAR
At City Councils meeting on
Monday, May 11, it was Mineta,
at the request of San Jose State
studenLs, who wrote a resolution
condemning U.S. involvement in
Indochina.
however. tiltiThe

mutely voted it down on the
basis that the San Jose City
Council was elected to handle
municipal problems and not international affairs.

man who received niinor lacer:1t ions,
Two of the injured students
were listed in critical condition.
Two coeds were suffering from
ny,:teria.
Police reports said there was
"some evidence of sniper fire."
Atty. Gen. John Mitchell sem
t
investigators
government
Jackson to probe the shootings.
After the Wednesday night disturbance, police said they confiscuted rifles, pistols, knives and
"whole sacks of ammunition and
a full clip."
Five hundred National Guardsmen, called to alert after the
Wednesday night incident. were
sent to the campus after the
ehooting. An officer said the
men were issued live ammunition
and tear gas but were given
"strict orders not to fire" their

Teamsters Picket
Teamsters started picketing
the AC Transit system’s three
operating divisions Friday in an
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Mineta admits that his political and social views may be
more "liberal" than the general
San Jose population. He has in
the past, favored the push for
the 19-year-old vote and registration of firearms.
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Makes It a Rule To Give You The
Latest In ViThat’s Happening
THE GARBAGE CRISIS
HOMEMADE WINE
AN INTERVIEW WITH
GLENN DUMKE
All in Rule Magazine’s Edition On Sale
Monday, May 18, Through Friday, May 22
ONLY 351 A COPY
In The Engineering Lobby Or Across
From The Reserve Book Room
*
*
*

AVOID THE HASSLE OF THURS.-SAT. CROWDS
STOP BY SUN.-WED, NIGHTS

Dinner and drinks are inexpensive (small sirloin &
beef kabob: $3.25 ea.) and the best entertainment in town is still free.
951 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
246-6672
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SHUT DOWN
Point at hand: the recent statewide college and university closedown by the Governor.
"The irony of the situation is
that you work like the devil to
keep it open and then with a
flick of the wrist you close it
down," Mineta said.
"I see it as a political move by
the Governor. If nothing happens, he takes the credit for a
successful cooling off period. If
something does happen, then he
says he tried."
As to the most recent problem
of finding a new president for
Mineta closed his reSJS.
by voicing the opinion
marks
that "We have a desperate need
to get an administrator who can
understand the issues and most
importantly, relate to the students "

FOR SCHEDULES, CALL or WRITE

ihr

BRAND NEW!
;RAND PRIX
CYCLES
GRAND opENING
sPECIALS

Mineta expresses hope that
the at udent action against
America’s intervention in Cambodia will stay completely nonviolent.
While he finds fault in the
workings of the campus "radicals" he also expresses distaste
for Governor Reagan’s handling
of the campus disorder problem.

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS SUMMER & FALL
(Many Flights to Choose from)

The Spartan Bookstore
New Student Union Bldg.

i1.,i-t I., halt bus service in the
I Bay and across the Bay
leidge to San Francisco.
An AC Transit spokeeman said
the action could affect 75,000
setuxe children and 48,000 East
Bay and Transbay commuters.
TheTeamsters pickets were respected by AC Transit drivers,
members of the AFL-CIO Amalgamated Transit Union.
AC Transit reported 235 buses
were on the streets as the pickets
appeared. It said 402 more were
scheduled to go out during the
peak commuting how’s.

NOT VALID’
"I don’t think, however, that
that’s a valid argument when
you take into consideration all
the ramifications our being in
Vietnam and Cambodia has on
the American economy," Mineta
commented. "To relate municipal affairs to U.S. foreign policy
I worded the resolution to protest the great waste of money
in Vietnam that could better be ,
spent on solving U.S. urban ’
problems."
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Cops Kill Two More Blacks

A continuous tearh-in on the
0:1 of U.S.
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Report on Confrontation Due May 25 ’

Spartaguide
dent meeting to discuss US. involvement in Southeast Asia.
A.C. Housing Custunittee, 3:30
p.m., CU. Diablo Room. Student
Opinion subcommittee meeting to
hear suggestions and complaints.

TODAY
Background to War: In-Depth
Analysis of the American Crisis,
C.C. Umunhum Room At 10 am.
Peter King, asst. prof. of Humanities, will speak on "A History of the Basic Issues." At 12
noon, George Moore, assoc. prof.
of history, will speak on ’The
Military in American Society and
Its Role in Foreign Policy." At
2 p.m. Miguel Mendez will speak
on "Vietnam, The Third World,
and the United States."
Mathematiee Department. 12:30
Anil
p to., MI1

’

Intercultural Steering Committee, 3:30 p.m., Intercultural Center, 292 S. Ninth St. Election of
new committee. Everyone interested in working in the ICSC
next year is invited to attend.
TOMORROW
Background to War: In -Depth
Analveis of the American tiriirs.
C.U. Uniunutam Room. At 10 am ,
Thomas Tutko, assoc. prof. of
Psychology, will speak on the
"Psychological Analysis of the
Power Elite and the Public." At
12 noon, Michael P. Otten, asst.
prof. in Sociology, will speak on
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"Political and Social PrioritiesDeath over Life." At 2 p.m.,
Farther Largente of the Newman
Center will speak on "The Moral
Issues and Personal Commitment."
Behavioral Sciences Department, 12:30 to 2 p.m., PER 280.1

Sari Jose Pallet’ I hpal’Il11,111
will send its report on possible
police overreaction during the
May 4 confrontation with SJS
students to the city council on
May 25. The report will be the
first official police statement on
the encounter, according to information released from Chief
of Police Raymond Blackmore’s
office.
The possibility of overreaction

WEDNESDAY
Background to War: In-Depth
Analysis of the America Crisis,
C.U. Umunhum Room. At 10 a.m.,
Jack Kurtzweil, asst. prof. of
Electrical Engineering, will speak
on "Communicating With Middle America." At 12 noon, Gene
Bernadini , asst . prof in Tutorials .
will speak on "Fascism at Home
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
and Abroad." At 2 p.m., Snell
Putney, prof. of Sociology, will YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:309:30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Way, 5.1. 286speak on "Communism and
5487. Sr. E. Alexandrou.
olut ion."
Reel:Jamie, 1230 p.m., ROTC NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB neds
students and licensed pilots. Four airField. Joan Baez and Ira Sand- craft. low membership fees & monthly
perl, co-founders of the Institute dues. Cert. flight instructors avail. 246for the Study of Non-violence, 2481.
will speak.
LEARN TO FLY FOR LESS. Join the
Society for the Advancement Condor Flying Club. 2 C -I50 s - $7.50,
C-182 - $14.00/
of Management (SAM), 7 p.m., hr., C-172 - $9.50/hr.,
hr. Tac Time. 295-3595 eve.
Sweden House Restaurant, 1310
hand CLARINET,
Auzerais, Dr. Jack Holland will WANTED, 1 second
B flat, INEXPENSIVE. Call 297.3911.
speak on "Europe and Modern
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
Approaches to Thought Power."
CENTER lin Palo Alto) Saturday. May
THURSDAY
23, by Sportin Life - $3.00. Any car
Bawkground to War: In-Depth and beginners welcome. Start anytime
Analysis of the American Crisis, between 6 and 9 p.m.

by police officers will be studied
thoroughly and all facts checked
before further statements will bet
sent out by a department spokesman, according to the information released Wednesday.
Four students, most of them
newsmen, were injured and camera equipment ruined during the!
fracas. One police officer has resigned from the SJPD because
of the alleged overreaction.

C.U. Umunhum Room. At 10 a.m.,
James O’Connor, assoc. prof. of
Economies, will speak on "Imperialism Modern Style." At 12
noon, Jim Lashley and Mn;. Pat
Martin will speak on "I’ve been
There." At 2 pm., Bob McNair,
asst. prof. of Sociology, will
speak on "What Has Happened
to America?"

Amendment Gains
Anti-War Support

MIKOMMZE011it
PA, ed...c. firm needs script writers for
elern. schl. audio tapes. Gen. bkgrd. in
Math or Science. Min. 2 yrs. college.
Teaching or writing exp. Hiring now for
work in June. Call Miss West, 327-9121.
SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
Start today, 22 hrs. a week. Work until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
lit St. Rm. 207.
MONEY motivated; Sales minded men
interested in fantastic future with one
of largest recreational land developers.
Call John Zevitas, sales director, Great
Lakes Development Co., Hayward, Calif.
(415) 581.1514.

THE ENDLESS SUMMER Friday May 22
THE ENDLESS SUMMER Friday May 22 Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
BRITISH STUDENT: Short of cash, needs
FLYING ACES CAMPUS Flying Club is job now. Any ifeis??? Call 293-2618.
expanding membership. Available, call
295.3200 or 251.9119 or 295.6127.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
--- -

VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.

FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now taking applic, for summer & fall. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So. 11th St.

PRIVATE ROOM, Kitchen prin. $50/mo.
Nice dbl. rm. $35/mo. Tee. and util.
’65 MGE W/R interior, w/wheels, pd. Men only. Lome House, 621 S. 6th
radials, good cond., very clean, $1350. St. Call 295-5666 or See Manager Apt.
D.
297-4402.
’68 VW Bug, blue, Sunroof, automatic. 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED $1395. After 6 p.m. 3 blocks from cam- Royal Lanai, pool, 7 min, from campus.
$55. Nonsmokers. Call Mari 259-7621,
pus. 295-0924.

Mel ’68 Yellow wire wh., Perelli ra- SUMMER AND WINTER RENTALS dials, 22K miles, $2.000. Pickett Sliderule Houses. cottages, studio apt., with rents
that start at $70 per month. Go to 488
$10. 292-1317.
S. 10th and see list posted on door, or
’63 MGB Blue; 42,000 miles; good con- call 287-4900.
dition new paint, clutch & tires. etc:
call 1 ’ 7 119 after I p.m. $950 or best 3 FEMALE ROOMMATES FOR FALL
Next to Campus. Pool. Large Rooms.
offer.
2 baths. $54/mo. Call Blaine, 356-5054.
1959 VW BA - just overhauled. Good
cond., radio - Sacrifice at $475. John, MALE ROOMMATE. Upper Div. Share 2 bedroom apt., for next year.
423.4985.
$62.50/rno. Call Lennie, 286.9752.
’69 RIDGED LOW-RIDER Honda 450.
Looking for a new old man. One of a 2 HOUSES (Fury.) Available on June
kind. $800 or will take VW engine & 150. Maximum 5 persons. Prefer lease
from June to June. 295.7438.
cash. 289-9668 eve, or weekend.
’64 MG SEDAN 1100. Excellent condi- 2 BORN APT. FOR RENT from July I
tion. $675 or best offer. Cell Judy 287. - Aug. 30. SIDO/mo. Water and garbage paid. Call 294-8528 after 4 p.m.
5105.
’66 MERC. COMET. Must sell! Leaving FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - to
time.
Calif. Radio/heater, air cond., power share 2 bdrm.. 2 bath apt. Starting June
"We’re trying to start a writebrakes & steering. 390 cu. eng. $1600 266-3695 after 5:30.
in," explained Miss Alm,
or best offer. Call Bill after 5 p.m. 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
summer $32.50/mo. Large. two-bedroom
321-5899.
air conditioning. Cell 285-5122.
’61 VW CAMPER W/SUNROOF. $1075
SUMMER
RENTAL: 2 bedroom house.
or best offer. 286-3284 8-10 a.m.
Close to campus. $150/mo. Call 287MILK TRUCK - Excellent mech. cond. 3929.
$350. Soe at 694 Sc 2nd. 289.8254.
TOWNHOUSES - Quiet, built-in wash
ers, summer rates. 446 & 679 So. 11th.
One brims. $100, two bdrm. $130. 29611111. 7143.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED-Age
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats, 21-23, Royal Lanai Apts. $55/mo. Call
Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and 258.5130 eves, and weekends.
Hats, Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Hedding between 8th & 9th St. 293-4651.
SJS students are organizing
support for the McGovern-Hatfield amendment which would
prohibit appropriation of funds
for U.S. action in Southeast Asia
without a formal declaration of
war.
The group is manning a table
on the ground floor of the College Union. According to Lynne
Alm, senior art major, the gratin
is working on letters to senators
as yet uncommitted about the
amendment, community work,
and contributions to pay for TV

SURPLUS - G.l. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott. pants,
clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies,
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
Sundaes, 287-3947

INSTANTLY
Subdues Vicious
Animals!
Not legal for use
against
Rapists
Burglers
Muggers
Or any Kind of
Uneool People!
Legal To Carry!!
Aerosol Spray
Range: 10-15 ft.
Works Just Like

SLNII
YOUR
ADJECME
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
MAJORS. IF
PUBLISHED.
WE’LL SEND
YOU A
REFRESHING
REWARD.
COLLEGE BOX MS
C MILLER BREW CO
POLW . Win 53201
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PROTECT
AGAINST
ATTACK

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!

eitiqiiitrertcbc-iTro roast ?’he
See it like it is now and tell your grandchildren huie.
it was (for credit. yet).
One week of outdoor ecology June 7.13, 1970. Field
Studies in Natural History. Cost: S55.00 includes food.
camping group. and tuition. For college age students
only. See Mrs. Stanley before May 21 at the Extension
Services Office on South 5th Street, or phone 291.
6414 Ex. 2211.

MACE!
Ilas Shelf Life
of Four Years!
PRICE:
2.08 each-2 for 5.50
Send Cash. Check
or Money Order to:
EXCALIBUR
P.O. BOX 1768
SAN JOSE, CA 95109
*Not sold to minors.
State age with order.

GIRLS - 3 bdrm., 2 bath apt. for rent i EXPERT DRESS MAKING - Call Mrs.
’ the summer. $135/mo. Call 295-1 Doris Lau at 225-4270.
6589.
2R5E9NT.
8 A TY OR STEREO OR TAPE
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share a mod., RECORDER: Free Service. No contract.
clean apt. close to campus. May move Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251.
in immed. Dee 286.2859/293-3665 eves.
LRG. 3 BDRM. 2 bth. apt. w/Irg. ktchn. FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for ary
Summer and maybe Fall occupancy purpose including environmental portraits, model composites, weddings, art
$145. mo. Girls only 292-6277.
286.1139,
SUMMER ONLY Large 3 bdrm. fur. pictures. Call Rich Kelso
-id house. Large backyard, close to OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
campus, $225. Call 287-4924 or 286- Term Papers. reports. manuscripts. V.
Barker. 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
6187.
FURN, 2 BDRM APT. 6 blks. fr. school. MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$38.
Couples only $130/mo. Pd. util.
free use of wshr. & dryer. Call 292-9719. 450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
WANTED: Male-up-div. or grad to go AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
& look for 2 bdrrn. apt, for sum, or fell. year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Non-smoker prefd. 286.8762 aft. 7.
244.9600.
SUMMER SUBLET. Married couple or Call George Campbell
2 girls to share furn. 3 bdrm. 2 bath STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
Call Etches. 251-2598.
house w/I girl. 295-1255.
MALE R’MMATE for sum, as of June EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
3. Share 2 bdrm. with I other. Pool 21/7 Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
I.9,24. Harris Ave.
1.03
bergn
so . J.
Mairia3n7neT9a5m
blks. from campus. $57.50/mo. Pref. Cal
working, non-smoking grad student. Call
287-7665 bet. 4:30 & 5:00.
TUTOR, mathematics, algebra thru calFEMALE SUMMER STUDENT LOOK- culus. $5/hr. 245-5398.
ING for same to share apt. 243.6589. TYPING Term papers. Letters. Fast, Ac.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR curate. Reasonable. Electric, In SunnySUMMER. Call 286-4777. 1 bdrm. apt. vale. 734-1451.
$50/mo. Ask for Vicki.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
GIRL TO PREPARA EVENING MEALS
- MF, all meals Sat. & Sun. Rm. &
Board plus urn. sal.. near SJS. Call 293- CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
2904.
one way-$289 round trip. Japan, $350
FOR LEASE, 2 large room in Victorian Contact Pro). Meg& 293-1033.
House near 10th and Williams $150 per. EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISmc. rent. Call J. Barrow 287.4900.
COUNTS available to holders of the
TWO ROOMMATES needed for house international student identity card. For
for Fall Semester. Ask for Dale or Don info, regarding travel discounts and pur286-9451. Rent $50.00 per month.
chase of card, CONTACT: International
HOUSE - FURNISHED. Roomy and at- Student Club of America. 11687 San
tractive. Accommodates eight. Close to Vicente Blvd. *4, LA., Calif.90049.
campus. Has garage and other off street 1213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
parking. Will be available starting June. Black, 2536 Regent. Berkeley. (415) 11431857.
Phone 252-4247.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
flights $270-$325 - roundtrip,
summer
PERSONALS 171
$150 one way. Coordinator: Professor
Frank Peal. 247 Roycroft. Long Beech
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? We offer 90803. 438-2179.
free counseling. Call Children’s Home RIDER WANTED TO NEW YORK. LeavSociety 293-8940.
ing June 5; VW - Share gas. Call RonTHE ENDLESS SUMMER Friday May 22 ny, 739-2142.
Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 506.

1111111118:t’l[.f*’LI01111
AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900,
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fact.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Aslanien-298-4104,
STUDENT TYPING In my home. Fast. Ac.
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor. S.J. 298-2308.
TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
products. SJ HOME BOTTLER, 309
STOCKTON. 2.7 p.m. 287-0370.

SEVEN

RECORD & TAPE SALE! I have connections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
mid. M -S. Call & place an order. 2980700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
1BASS, Espana Hollow body w/case. Per).
Icond. Like new. Was $325. I’m broke must sell for $90. 779-2242.
I SHEPHERD-COLLIE PUPS. Female 9
weeks old. $15. Call 258.4336.
OCEAN VIEW, 101/3 Ac., Elect., Sprit()
wtr., sites, riding trails. 8 m’. above
Saratoga. $21,500. 266-5923,

THOUGHT PROVOKING

BEAT INFLATION-Ma.ne and
other quality beverages at home. Malt

DAYS LEFT!
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CHICK A CLASSIFICATION
Annoeneemanta (1)
0 ArtemstIve (2)
0 For Sale (31

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.

No refunds on cancelled ad, Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters .old apices for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Two days

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30

Phone 294.6414. Ext. 2465

GUILD ACCOUSTIC GUITAR w/cale.
Good cond. $100. Gibson amp 2-8s.
trem, end resat+. Good cond. $100.
Le; 287 3481 room 1014C High Rise
f

One day

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

MARSHAL’S HOUSE OF SURPLUS. 124
F. Santa Clara St. Between 3rd and 4th
St. Hours: 10-6; Monday, Thursday, and
Friday till 8:30 p.m. G.I. Clothing Camping Supplies. and General Merchandise.

Minimum
Three lines
One day _

To Place
an ad:

0 Help Plantdd (4)
Les1694$1sRisd thy) NI (6)

Personals (7)
ricrudlliddls

Print Name

For

Addrest

Enclosed is $

Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plass allow 2 days after plaids tee ad Is @ppm
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